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Abstract: Technologies advocate researchers had identified a number of factors that affect individual
teachers’ usage of computers. Nevertheless mix results were reported in literature. Hence, this study
used personal characteristics and the technology acceptance constructs to understand the Actual Usage
of Computer (AUC) among Malaysian teachers. The final model derived from this study was able to
explain and predict approximately 54.5% of the variance in AUC. There were five variables
significantly predicts the AUC and the strongest among them is perceived ease-of-use, followed by
perceived usefulness, job relevance, computer compatibility and attitude. It is believed that the findings
of this study would add new perspective on understanding the complexities associated with computer
and learning among teachers.
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INTRODUCTION
Information Technology (IT) is an important
element to open up huge potential for increased
efficiency through the internet, e-commerce and the
instantaneous delivery of information anywhere in the
world and at any time[1]. Acknowledging the impressive
developments in the information technology, Malaysia
has implemented the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC)
Project to boost IT to the forefront and as one of the
steps to transform the nation from an industrial
economy to a knowledge-based one. On top of it, huge
budget had been allocated for Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) related programmes
and projects so as to achieve a wider diffusion of IT
knowledge among the people in the country[2]. For
example in the 2005 Budget, RM16.3 billion has been
allocated to the Ministry of Education to create a
knowledge-society[3] and to intensify the usage of
information and communication technology in schools.
As these examples suggest, policy makers appear
convinced that computer technology is essential if
students are to be prepared to face the challenges of the
borderless world.
A revolutionizing transition like this would require
a fundamental shift among the people whereby it would
lean towards creating a more technologically literate
workforce that is capable to face challenges of a global
economy and a work environment that is characterized
by intensive usage of technology and innovation. Over
the past decades, the roles of IT in modern education

have also increased significantly[4]. To achieve this
transition, the school education system is required to
face a revamp, so that it would prepare students for
challenges in a knowledge-centric economy. Moreover,
in order to carry out their new roles effectively, teachers
need to have the capabilities and skills to use
technology and be prepared to adopt and use computers
to enhance teaching and learning for students and the
subject area they will teach. In Malaysia, the
Mathematics, Science and English language (MSE)
teachers were given extensive training since 2002 by
the Ministry of Education besides placing these
teachers under a healthier incentive scheme.
Nevertheless, the usage of ICT equipment in the
process of teaching and learning has been dawdling
over the years[5]. On average the MSE teachers in
Malaysian schools only used ICT equipment for about
29 h in the two year period which is considered to be
very stumpy[6].
There is extensive research in computer education
that provides evidence on the gender differences in
computer technology adoption and usage[7]. Wong et al.
[8]
, Houtz and Gupta[9] and Lee[10] found that male
teachers were more confident and had a greater usage
of computers compared to their female counterparts.
Besides that, age and training in computer usage also
have an affect on teachers’ AUC. In general, prior
research has suggested that younger teachers have a
greater tendency to use computers compared to their
older and more experienced colleagues[11,12,13]. In
relation to computer training, numerous research have
shown that one who attends more training believed in
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the benefits of computer technology and are more ready
administrators, parents and other members in the
to it in classroom[14,8,15,16] .
community[27].
Moreover, teaching experience and main subjects
Based on Hu et al.[4] model, it was identified that
both job relevance and subjective norm had a
taught also had an influence on teachers AUC.
significant positive influence on AUC. Over the past
Research indicates that teachers with less teaching
decade there had been research that examined the effect
experience and are just beginning their teaching career
of computer compatibility on AUC. Computer
will be more concerned with learning technology at a
compatibility is defined as teacher’s acceptance of
faster pace to be proficient in their career and thus
computer being well-suited with their working life
adopt and use computer into their instruction by
styles and consistent with their existing values and able
whatever means are available[17]. Besides, it was also
to
satisfy their personal needs[4]. Morton[28] and
identified in previous research that subjects taught in
Dusick[29] study provide evidence of the significant
schools as one of the factors that serve to influence the
effect of computer compatibility on AUC. The study
usage of computers in schools[18] whereby science and
showed
that teachers enhance their usage of computers
technology teachers tend to use the computers more in
since
they
found they are compatible with it. Hu et al.[4]
classrooms compared with other subjects.
model also identified that hardware and software
Considerable research has been carried out that
compatibility
positively influences teachers AUC.
predict technology acceptance constructs that influence
This study used the technology acceptance model
the AUC among individuals[4]. Previous research on the
as its primary theoretical understanding on the usage of
use of computers has found empirical support for
computer
among MSE teachers. The technology
[19]
attitude as driver of AUC . It was identified that
acceptance
model is a well-known model for predicting
teachers’ positive attitudes towards computers are
and
explaining
individual behavior on the usage of
pertinent for effective usage of computers in schools.
[30]
information
technology
. However, to the researchers’
Moreover in-line with reasoning applied in the Theory
knowledge
after
a
thorough
search on all the available
of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Technology Acceptance
databases
and
local
and
foreign
journals, no studies
Model (TAM), it could be hypothesized that there
pertaining
to
computer
usage
among
MSE school
exists a direct and positive effect between attitude and
teachers
had
been
carried
out
in
Malaysia
using the
AUC.
extended technology acceptance model as the
[4]
Perceived usefulness as described by Hu et al. is
foundation for theoretical framework. Hence, this study
the extent to which computer is considered by an
aims to explore to what extent the socio-demographic
individual to be useful, whereas perceived ease of use is
factors and technology acceptance constructs jointly
the degree to which an individual views his or her use
predicts the AUC among MSE secondary school
of computer to be free of effort. Venkatesh and
teachers. It is hoped that this study would contribute to
Morris[20], Davis[21] and Hu et al.[4] had avowed the
the existing literature by examining different variables
importance of perceived usefulness and perceived ease
that might have been neglected previously.
of use and its significant positive influence on AUC.
Consequently, this would add to the body of knowledge
Continuing research efforts on computer self-efficacy
pertaining
to AUC among school teachers.
can be observed in recent studies[22], which confirm the
critical role that computer self-efficacy plays in
MATERIALS AND METHODS
understanding individual response to computer
technology. There exists a link between computer selfThe primary data was obtained through a survey
efficacy and AUC. Based on Hu et al.[4] model and
using self-administered questionnaire. The instrument
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), it was found that
used in this study consisted of three parts. The first part
computer self-efficacy had a significant positive
seeks information on the respondents’ sociodemographic profiles: gender, age, teaching experience,
influence on AUC.
Job relevance is defined as to the extent to which a
main subject taught using computer and training in
teacher considers computer to be relevant to his or her
computer usage. The second part of the instrument
job. Past research has depicted the positive effect of job
measures the AUC of the respondents. Questionnaire
relevance on AUC[23,24]. Research also indicated
developed by Kellenberger and Hendricks[31] (2000)
positive influence of subjective norms on teachers’
was adapted to measure the AUC. The total number of
AUC[25,26]. Numerous studies have shown that teachers’
items to measure AUC were forty three and all these
readiness to use technology will increase as a result of
items consisted statements, which required the
strong support systems that include colleagues,
respondents to state the degree that ranges from never
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to always on their weekly usage of computer for the
DISCUSSION
subsections of (a) in preparation for/actual teaching and
Looking at the distribution of gender of the
learning, (b) administration and (c) personal needs.
respondents, it revealed that out of the 318 respondents,
Likert scale with continuum of 1-5 was used. The third
75% were female teachers compared to only 25% of
part of the instrument measured the technology
male teachers. The age of the respondents range from
acceptance constructs. There were seven dimensions
21-50 with the highest age group being in the range of
that accommodate the technology acceptance construct:
31-40 (43%), followed by the range of 41-50 (42%) and
attitude, computer self-efficacy, perceived usefulness,
the last group is the one that is between the ranges of
perceived ease of use, computer compatibility, job
21-30 (15%). The distribution of teaching experience
relevance and subjective norm. The items in the
was that there were 102 with 16-20 years, 98 with 11technology acceptance constructs were adapted from
15 years, 70 with 6-10 years and 48 with 1-5 years. The
prior studies using the technology acceptance model
distribution of main subjects taught was that there were
applications, many which have already established their
140 teachers who teach Science, 107 who teach
reliability and validity[4,32,30,33,34,21].
Mathematics and 71 teachers who teach English
Each dimension in the technology acceptance
language. Meanwhile, in terms of the distribution of
constructs has a different number of items. The total
training in computer usage was that there were 231
number of items was 86 and the instrument has been
teachers who have moderate level of exposure, 59
constructed in a way where each item required the
teachers having high level of exposure and 28 teachers
respondent to determine the degree on the use of
with low level of exposure.
computer and by using the computer. Each statement of
The objective of this study is to identify the best
the instrument was measured on a common Likert
model to explain AUC among MSE secondary school
scale, continuum of 1-5 with 1 representing strongly
teachers. Hence, multiple regression statistical
disagrees and 5 representing strongly agree. From the
procedure was performed. The results of the multiple
analysis, it was identified that the Cronbach alpha of all
regression on the significant contributors of AUC
constructs were between 0.80-0.92, exceeding
would greatly help in recognizing specific insights of
Nunnally’s[35] recommended threshold of 0.7. Thus, the
AUC among MSE teachers and eventually able to
instrument used in this study showed a good level in
derive more appropriate recommendations to enhance
terms of reliability.
the AUC among MSE secondary school teachers in
The target population was the MSE secondary
Malaysia.
school teachers in the state of Selangor. However, the
Three multiple regression analysis using the stepaccessible population in this study was the MSE
wise method was carried out to identify the best-fit
secondary school teachers covering 65 secondary
model that would explain AUC among MSE secondary
schools in the district of Petaling, Selangor. Based on
school teachers. The first multiple regression model
the figures provided by the Selangor State Education
was on the components of technology acceptance
Department, the total number of MSE secondary school
constructs with AUC, followed by the second model of
teachers in the district of Petaling is 3,432, that is, there
socio-demographic factors with AUC and eventually
are 1,108 Mathematics teachers (32% of the total
the third model was the combination of technology
population), 1,451 Science teachers (42% of the total
acceptance
constructs
and
socio-demographic
population) and 873 English language teachers (26% of
constructs
with
AUC.
The
outcome
of the multiple
the total population).
regression
analysis
is
shown
in
Table
1,
2 and 3.
The required sample size to fulfill the purpose of
The significant contributors of the first model that
the study was deemed as 358 (N = 3,432) base on the
consisted of the components of the technology
formula derived from Yamane[36]. Stratified sampling
acceptance constructs towards AUC as shown in
was used to selection MSE teachers from the 65
Table
1 revealed that the value of adjusted R2 was .468
secondary schools. The principals were given the
and there were five constructs that showed significant
discretion to distribute the questionnaires to the
predictors
of AUC. The strongest predictor was
teachers concerned. Each school was given the
perceived
ease
of use (β = 0.419), followed by
maximum of three weeks to return the completed
perceived usefulness (β = 0.309), job relevance
questionnaires. Out of the 358 distributed
(β = 0.223), computer compatibility (β = 0.195) and
questionnaires, 318 were returned and usable. The stepwise multiple regression analysis using SPSS was
attitude (β = 0.168). Table 2 showed the significant
performed to determine the significant contributors
contributors of socio demographic factors towards
among the predictor variables in explaining AUC.
AUC.
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Table 1: Technology acceptance constructs as predictors of AUC
Variable
Unstandardized coefficients (B)
Standardized coefficients (β)
Perceived ease of use
0.357
0.419
Perceived usefulness
0.302
0.309
Job relevance
0.247
0.223
Attitude
0.141
0.168
Computer compatibility
0.217
0.195
Note: Model statistics: R = 0.686, R2 = 0.471, Adj. R2 = 0.468, F = 61.72, p = 0.0001 and df = 5

t-value
9.806
7.105
5.167
4.285
4.599

p-value
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

Table 2: Socio demographic factors as predictors of AUC
Variable
Unstandardized coefficients (B)
Standardized coefficients (β)
Main subject taught
0.108
0.213
Training in computer usage
0.109
0.232
Note: Model statistics: R = 0.365, R2 = 0.133, Adj. R2 = 0.125, F = 16.08, p = 0.0001 and df = 2

t-value
3.219
3.935

p-value
0.0001
0.0001

Table 3: The best model for AUC
Variable
Unstandardized coefficients (B)
Standardized coefficients (β)
Perceived ease of use
0.365
0.429
Perceived usefulness
0.284
0.291
Job relevance
0.212
0.191
Attitude
0.139
0.116
Computer compatibility
0.125
0.149
Note: Model statistics: R = 0.743, R2 = 0.553, Adj. R2 = 0.545, F = 77.07, p = 0.0001 and df = 5

t-value
10.415
06.934
04.544
03.007
10.415

p-value
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

Compared to the first model of the components of
technology acceptance constructs, the value of adjusted
R2 (0.133) obtained for the significant contributors of
socio demographic factors was lower. Both training in
computer usage (β = 0.232) and main subjects taught
(β = 0.213) were the significant contributors towards
AUC in this second model. All the technology
acceptance constructs and socio demographic factors
were placed into a single simultaneous multiple
regression to determine the predictor to aid the
development of the third best model for AUC, using
SPSS procedure for ordinary least square regression,
ANOVA with the maximum R2 option.
This step revealed that five variable model being
the best model for AUC. The model showed that
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, job
relevance, computer compatibility and attitude was the
best predictors for AUC among MSE secondary school
teachers with the best model R2 = 0.553. The multiple R
obtained in this model was 0.743 and this exhibits a
significant high correlation between the observed value
and the predicted value of the criterion variable. The
significant F-value is evidence that the model fit the
data. Thus it was concluded that there is a linear
relationship between the predictors and the AUC. The
adjusted R2 was 0.545, which means that the selected
variables were able to explain 54.5% of the variation in
the AUC among MSE secondary school teachers. The
third model recorded the highest adjusted R2. Thus, this
was the best-fit model to explain the AUC for this
study. Table 3 shows the results of this analysis.

Y = 0.501+0.365Xpes+0.284Xpus+212Xjr+0.139Xatt+0.125Xcc+
Whereby:
Y
Xces
Xcus
Xjr
Xatt
Xcc

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

AUC
Perceived Ease of Use
Perceived Usefulness
Job Relevance
Attitude
Computer Compatibility
Error

Fig. 1: Perceived AUC model
The variance inflation factor (VIF) values were
used to assess collinearity or multicollinearity among
the independent variables. All the VIF values were
between 1.312 and 2.553 that are below the commonly
accepted threshold value of 10.00[37]. Thus, it was
concluded that there were no collinearity or
multicollinearity problem among the predictor
variables. Based on the Table 3, the prediction equation
of AUC could be suggested as shown in Fig. 1.
Compared to previous studies integrating TAM to
explain AUC, the findings of this study strongly
suggest that this model has the ability to predict and
explain AUC among teachers. The adjusted R-square in
this study was 54.5%; in the studies of Hu et al.[4],
Mathieson[38], Chau and Hu[39], Taylor and Todd[40], it
was 72, 43.8, 42 and 60%, respectively. Therefore, the
model of this study depicts the potential in the
explanatory power, with only some minor increase in
model complexity.
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The study implies MSE teachers need to have the
The two most important predictors of AUC among
right attitude for it has a great influence on the way they
MSE secondary school teachers’ in this study are
utilize the computers. This is in line with what had been
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. This is
identified in a number of studies that indicate attitude
in line with what had been stated by Davis[21] and Hu et
has strong implications on AUC[19]. Teachers must
al.[4], that is, perceived ease of use and perceived
possess a positive attitude towards computer technology
usefulness are important perceptions that determine
so that they will exhibit greater usage of computer.
information technology adoption and usage. As being
Hence with, MSE teachers need to have the right
added by Clark[41], teachers believe perceived ease of
attitude so that more usage of the computer technology
use and perceived usefulness are an integral part of the
could be implemented in schools to ensure the success
process of using computers because teachers believe
of the IT programs and eventually the achievement of
computer technology should be easy to use, its user
Vision 2020.
interface should be less sophisticated and they would
In line with the advocating of the necessity to use
feel more confident in their ability to use computer
computers in teaching, MSE secondary school teachers
technology if they perceive it as useful.
are left with no choice but to resort to use computers to
It is natural that when an idea is perceived to make
impart knowledge. Their belief of the ability of using a
things easier, it would be readily accepted. So it is with
computer and the support from peers and administrator
computers. When MSE teachers perceive the usage of
has no room to influence the teachers’ AUC for it is an
computer to ease their burden in many ways, it is not
accepted fact that all MSE teachers must have the
surprising that they would chose to use it extensively.
necessary knowledge and skills to be computer literate.
In addition, when MSE teachers find the use of
Hence computer self-efficacy and subjective norm does
computers to ease the burden in many ways they will
not have a significant influence on AUC.
automatically accept the computer to be of much use.
They do not hesitate to readily resort the computer for
their many needs such as in the preparation of
CONCLUSION
classroom materials, setting of examination papers and
The findings of this study imply that MSE
other student/teacher related tasks.
secondary school teachers are more willing to use the
Job relevance is also an important predictor in
computer if they perceive it to be easy to use. This is an
determining the AUC among MSE secondary school
important factor that needs to be taken into serious
teachers as had been identified in this study. Similar
consideration. When something is perceived to be easeresults were obtained in the studies carried out by
of-use, then it is of certain that it would be used
Becker and Riel[23]), Delcourt and Kinzie[42] and
successfully. It becomes a surety that MSE secondary
Keller[24]. Subsequent usage of computers that are seen
school teachers would lucratively use that computer in
as relevant to the job increases in consequences as
their teaching and learning if they perceive IT to have a
opposed to teachers who do not find these tools to be
high level of ease-of-use. The AUC will become an
job relevant. The study shows that the MSE teachers
authenticity once this implication becomes veracity.
would seek to use computer technology if they find
Secondly, the study implies that MSE secondary school
computers to be relevant to their profession and lessen
teachers must perceive the computer to be useful in
their impediment with the countless jobs that they have
their teaching. MSE secondary school teachers want to
in hand on top of achieving targets set by their school
be seen as up-to-date with their teaching methodology.
administrator.
The traditional chalk and talk teaching is but
Computer compatibility is commonly known as the
antiquated. Nothing that is of a considerable perceive of
knowledge of computer characteristics, capabilities and
its usefulness will be utilized to its full capacity. The
applications, as well as user’s ability to implement this
study suggest that when MSE secondary school
knowledge productively. The study identified that
teachers begin to perceive the usefulness of the IT they
computer compatibility is one of the predictors to
begin to accept and use it as the best mode of imparting
explain AUC among MSE secondary school teachers as
knowledge to the students without much ado. Thus it is
had been found in previous studies[4,28,29]. MSE
of utmost importance that MSE secondary school
secondary school teachers need to be compatible with
teacher know of the usefulness of the computer in order
the hardware and software found in computers, for this
to indulge in the AUC. The study also revealed that the
is the channel through which they get into the world of
AUC is influenced by the degree of its relevance to the
computer usage. The final predictor of AUC among
associated job. As teachers, their primary concern is but
MSE secondary school teachers in this study is their
of course to teach.
attitude towards computer usage.
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teachers especially in the conduct of computer training
The job of a teacher, which is supposed to teach as
programs so that sharing of ideas and peer coaching
the post suggests, was never confined to mere
could be implemented regardless of age and teaching
classroom teaching. Along with teaching, comes an
experience. As teachers, both senior and junior ones,
endless list of other job related commitments that are of
become familiar with the applications and begin to
equal importance as to teach. Such commitments would
develop confidence, they can mentor other teachers in
include; the preparation of examination questions and
their schools and this would hopefully increase the
its mark schemes, the keying in of students’ personal
AUC among teaches.
data, their achievements, marks and results, preparation
The realization of the importance and the urgency
of minutes, reports, worksheets and testimonials.
of
the
need to be able to handle a PC with no phobia
Therefore, teachers would opt into AUC only when
has
to
be imprinted into the minds and souls of MSE
they consider that the computer could ease their burden
secondary school teachers so that their attitude towards
off the countless jobs that they have in hand with
the acceptance of this invaluable modern gadget of
numerous deadlines to meet. When the use of computer
knowledge could be fully exploited for the betterment
is reckoned to be relevant to their job by the MSE
of the nation as a whole. In line with this, to enhance
secondary school teacher plus if it is found to lessen
greater AUC among teachers, they need to be given the
their impediment thus making it easy to resolve their
autonomy and high level of control in selecting
duty, AUC become an actuality.
materials and skills that need to be mastered through
Further implications that can be drawn from the
computer technology. Besides, they should also
study are that the computer should be compatible. The
experiment
with software and technology so that they
advancement of computer technology has brought great
could find computer technology as something that is
innovation and thus school teachers need to be
useful to them. Once computer technology becomes a
compatible with computers so that they would utilize
seamless environment and then teachers will adapt and
them. Computer technology must be flexible in
see it as another tool that is important in their lives.
programming, adaptable to the learning environment
and user-friendly. Without this, then it calls for
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
adequate resources as without them it might cause
RESEARCH
many frustrations. For example, a teacher might face an
agonizing situation of crashing a disk and losing data. If
The following recommendations for future research
he or she is not compatible with computer, then having
are based mainly on the limitations of the study and
technical support personnel onsite is essential for
extended beyond the scope of the study and they are as
helping curb the pain. This can help in retrieving lost
follows:
data or may be able to reduce down time and more
importantly to build confidence among school teachers.
• Survey questions were used to gain information
Therein, the AUC is in fact influenced by the
from the respondents. It is recognized that the
compatibility of the computer itself.
survey
questions themselves may be problematic,
It is also an undeniable fact the AUC has its
as teachers might not give honest answers and thus
attributes from the attitude of its user. The above
it is recommended that future research should
finding of this study showed that MSE secondary
include action research and other techniques of
school teachers’ behavioral factors are important with
data collection such as interviews, direct
the usage of computers. If computer technology is to be
observations, experiments and also other
used extensively in schools, it is pertinent to develop
standardized scales and inventories that measure
the right kind of attitude that would foster the use of
AUC among school teachers.
technology and norms of practice that will facilitate the
• The findings of this study were limited to the
use of technology among secondary school teachers.
secondary school teachers in the district of Petaling
To certain extent the existing mind-sets of most
which is in Selangor, Malaysia and many of these
secondary school teachers have to be revamped to
teachers were from urban schools that have had
accommodate a paradigm shift towards accepting
wider access to information and communication
instead of fearing the use of computer in schools. It thus
technology. Thus, there is a possibility that the
makes sense for policy-makers who intend to transform
outcome of this study could not be generalized to
schools via technology investment not to be too
the entire secondary school teachers in Malaysia.
cautious and skeptical about the age factor but rather
Future studies could be carried out among teachers
focus on the attitude of the teachers concern. There is a
in rural schools and also teachers that teach in
need to create a collegial atmosphere between all
1132
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•

•

•

interior parts of schools in East Malaysia and east
coast of Peninsular Malaysia. Hence, the results
could provide a more complete scenario and a
better generalization on the AUC among MSE
teachers in Malaysia. This input eventually will be
important for policy makers to implement
information technology programs across the many
schools in Malaysia.
There are so many constructs that explain the
phenomenon of AUC and due to the limitation of
resources and based on previous studies and
theories support, only seven technology acceptance
constructs and five socio-demographic factors
formed the framework of the study. It is hoped that
future research can pay attention to wider scope of
constructs pertaining to AUC and these include
psychological attachment, computer coping
strategies, technology proficiency, type of school
and financial incentives.
This study integrated the technology acceptance
model in measuring the AUC. More research
should be carried out by extending the technology
acceptance model, while retaining its parsimony
and focus in the context of AUC among school
teachers. In relation to this, future data analysis
should be carried out in a more rigorous way
testing to identify causal relationships among
constructs and to determine the strength of these
constructs that contribute to the path analysis and
the final behavior of AUC.
Future studies could also be implemented by
testing the technology acceptance model
longitudinally using responses from school
teachers that have attended an intensive training
program on a particular program or software. By
doing so, it will help to determine key acceptance
determinants on usage of computer besides gaining
information on plausible changes in acceptance
drivers over the course of the training that include
the influence patterns and magnitudes. The data
obtained is most relevant to organize future
meaningful computer training programs for school
teachers.
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